Abstract. It is a result of Peter Greim that if / is a strongly exposed point of the unit ball of Lebesgue-Bochner function space LP {p., X), 1 < p < oo , then / is a unit vector and f(t)/\\f{t)\\ is a strongly exposed point of the unit ball of X for almost all t in the support of /.
Throughout we assume that X is a Banach space, 1 < p, a < oo with l/p + l/q = 1, and (fl, I, p) is a positive measure space. We use Sx and Bx to denote the unit sphere and the unit ball in X respectively and use p.* to denote the outer measure associated with p. For a subset K of X we use str-exp K to denote the set of strongly exposed points of K. Recall that x is a strongly exposed point of K if x e K and there exists x* in X* which strongly exposes K at x, that is, sunx*(K) = x*(x) and, whenever {xn} c K and lim" x*(xn) = x*(x), lim" x" = x .
Johnson [J] and Greim [Gl, G2] studied the strongly exposed points in Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces LP(p, X). In [Gl, G2] , it is shown that, for / e str-exp ^(^x).
it is necessary and, in case X is smooth, is also sufficient that, for almost all t in the support of / (supp/), /(0/ll/WII e str-expBx and ll/H = 1. The purpose of this note is to show that these conditions are sufficient in general (Theorem 7).
Strongly exposed points can be described in terms of slices. For K c X, the slice of K determined by the functional x* in X* and 8 > 0 is the subset of K given by
It is obvious that x* strongly exposes K at x if and only if for any e > 0 there is 8 > 0 such that diamS^x*, K, 8) < e and x e S(x*, K, 8), where diam S(x*, K ,8) is the diameter of the set S(x*, K, 8).
The key to our discussion is the following characterization of strongly exposed points "exclusively" in terms of slices (i.e., it does not use strongly exposing functionals): an element x in K is a strongly exposed point of K if and only if there exist en > 0 and 8n > 0, with lim" e" = 0 and lim" 8" -0, and a bounded sequence {x*} c X*, such that x belongs to each S(x*, K, 8") and diamS(x*, K, 8m) < em for n > m > 1. Lemma 2 is a variation of this observation for Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces. Lemma 1. Let f e Lp(p) such that f(t) > 0 for all t in Q. If {fy} is a net in Lp(p, X) such that {\\f(-)\\} converges to f in Lp(p) then there is a net {&} in Lp(p, X) such that \\gk(t)\\ = f(t), for all t and X, and \\mx \\f -gk\\ = 0. Proof. Pick x in Sx. For each A, let Ek = {t: t e Q and fx(t) = 0} and define 8l{] \f(t)fx(t)l\\fi(t)\\, tfEx.
Then \\g,(t)\\ = f(t) and \\f(t) -gk(t)\\ = \\\f(t)\\ -f(t)\ for all t and X.
Hence, gx e LP(p, X) and lim, \\f -gk\\ = limA ||||/A(.)|| -/|| = 0. Q.E.D.
For each / e LP(p, X), we denote by S(f) the set {g: g e Lp(p,X) and ||*(0|| = 11/(011 for all t in fl}.
Lemma 2. Suppose f e Sy,^^) ■ Then the following are equivalent.
(1) fe str-expBu(lliX)- (2) There exist e" > 0 and 8n > 0, with lim" e" = 0 and lim" r5" = 0, a«a" {Tn} in Blp{m,x)' satisfying Tn(f) > 1 -8", and for m < n, if g e S(f) and Tn(g) > \-8m, then \\f -g\\ <em. Moreover, if (2) is true, then every weak* cluster point of {Tn} strongly exposes Bd>(ii,x) a? /. Proof. It is obvious that (1) implies (2). To prove the converse is true, let T be a weak* cluster point of {Tn} . Then T(f) = 1 and ||r|| < 1. Thus l|r|| = i = r(/) = suPr(5^^)).
Suppose {/"} is a sequence in By,^ X] such that lim" T(fn) = 1. Then lim" T(f" +f) = 2. It follows that, in Lp(p), lim" ||||/"(.)|| + ||/(-)llll = 2. By the uniform rotundity of Lp(p), we have lim" ||/n(-)|| = 11/(011 m ^(p) ■ Tnus by Lemma 1 there is a sequence {gn} in S(f) such that lim" 11/,-gnll = 0. It is obvious that lim" T(gn) = 1. For any e > 0, choose m > 1 such that em < e . There is nx> m such that for k > nx we have T(gk) > 1 -8m and 8k <8m. For each k > nx , since T is a weak* cluster point of {Tn} and T(gk) > \-8m , there is n > nx such that Tn(gk) > 1 -8m . Thus ||/-gk\\ < em < e . Hence, lim" ||gn -/|| = 0. It follows that lim" ||/" -/|| = 0. Therefore, T strongly exposes By,^^) at /. Q.E.D.
In the proof of Lemma 4, we will construct a sequence {Tn} like the one described in Lemma 2, but our {Tn} will be from Lq(p, X*), which is naturally a subspace of Lp(p, X)*. Note that for any tp e Li(p, X*) and h e LP(p, X) the action of <p on h is given by ((p, h) = Jn(<p(t), h(t))dp(t) [DU] . For the proof of Lemma 4 we need Lemma 3. Suppose (Q, Z, p) is a probability space and f e By,^^) with /(Q) c Bx. Let 0 < 8 < 1 and g: Q -► Sx. . If there are {tn} c Q, {F"}cl, and r > 0 satisfying.
(1) diamS(g(tn),Bx,r)<8 and f(Fn) c S(g(tn), Bx, r), ana1 (2) Fn^Fm = 0 for n^m and p(\Jn Fn)>\-28/3, then, for any measurable functions <p: CI -> Bx-and /k Q -> Bx with q>\\ i FEn g(tn)XF" and Jn(<p(t), h(t)) dp(t) > 1 -rd/3, we have \\h -f\\ < &">. Proof. Let E" = {t: t e Fn and h(t) $ S(g(tn), Bx, r)} . Then \\h(t)-f(t)\\ < 3 for t e Fn\En , and (g(tn), h(t)) < 1 -r for teEn. Since l-j< J(<p(t),Ht))dp(t) = f (<p(t),h(t))dp(t)+ I ((p(t),h(t))dp(t)
Jn\{JnE" J{jnEn <p\Cl\[JEn) +J e \Ts(tn)XFn,h(t)) dp(t) = p(a\\jEnj +Y^jE (g(tn),h(t))dp(t)
we have p([jn En) < 8/3 . Thus \\h -f\\p = I \\h(t) -f(t)\\p dp(t) + f \\h(t) -f(t)\\p dp(t) + / ||A(0-/(0II"^(0 < 2»p U\{jFn) +8pp ({jFn\En] +2pp (\jEn) < 2p28/3 + 8P + 2p3/3 = 2P8 + 8P < 3P8. Q.E.D.
If (&,!., p) is a probability space and / e By^x) with /(Q) C str-exp Bx, then / must be a strongly exposed point of By^^x) as shown in Lemma 4. Lemma 4. Suppose (Q, Z, p) is a probability space and f e By^tX) with /(Q) c Sx ■ If there is a function g:£l^> Sx-such that, for every t e CI, g(t) strongly exposes Bx at f(t), then there exist e" > 0 and 3" > 0, with lim"e" = 0 and limnr5" = 0, and {g"} c By^>X') satisfying.
(1) gn(Ci) c g(Cl),and $a(gn(t),f(t))dp(t) >\-8n,and (2) for n>k>\,ifhe S(f) and jn(gn(t), h(t))dp(t) > 1 -8k, then \\f-h\\<ek.
Thus, by Lemma 2, we have f e sti-exnBy^^x) ■ Proof. We may assume that f(Cl) is separable. , 1) ). Let £(1,2) = 0\E(l, 1). Then {E(l, 1),£(1,2)} is a partition of CI.
Assume, for 1 < k < n, we have chosen mx < ■ ■■ < mn and partitions {E(k, l),E(k,2),...,E(k, k), E(k, k + 1)} of CI so that, for 1 < i <k, (1) p(E(k,i)) = p*(A(k,i)) (k \ where A(k, i) = E(k, i) n p| Z)(w7, j)\ , and (**) y=< / (2) j^p(E(k,j)) >l-ySince T?j=xP*(A(n,j))> 1 -a,-/3 and /*(£(«, n + 1)) + E"=i^*(^(", i')) = 1, by (*) there is mn+x > mn such that i Y,P*(A(n,j)nD(mn+x,n+l))> 1-y for 1 < / < n j=i and n p*(E(n,n+l)nD(m"+x,n + l)) + J£M*(A(n,j)nD(mn+x,n + l))>l-^. j=i Let A(n + 1, n + 1) = £(«, « + 1) n D(mn+X, n + 1), and let ^(« + 1, ;') = J(n, y) n D(mn+X, n + I) for 1 < j < n. Then, for 1 < j < n + 1 , we can choose a measurable set E(n + 1,7) such that (« + 1, j) cE(n + l, j) c £(«, ;) and p(E(n + 1, ;)) = p*(A(n + 1, ;)).
Let E(n + l,n + 2) = Q\US E(n + I, j). Then {E(n + 1,1),..., E(n + 1, n + 1), F(« + 1, n + 2)} is a partition of CI which satisfies (**) for 1 < /" < k = n + 1. By induction, there are natural numbers mx < m2< ■■ and partitions {E(k, 1), ... , E(k, k + 1)} of CI such that (**) is true for l<i<k<n<oo. Now fix n > 1. It is obvious that f(A(n, k)) c \J{S(g(t), Bx, a"/3mn): t e A(n, k)} for 1 < k < n . Since {S(g(t), Bx, an/3m"): t e A(n, k)} is an open covering of f(A(n, k)) which is separable, there is a sequence {tJnk}j>i in A(n, k) such that f(A(n,k))c\Js(g(tik),Bx,^-y Define E(n,k, j) = £(n.«:)n/-'{s(S(4),fe,^-)\ys(?«t),8,.^;)}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then E(n, k, j) is measurable, and E(n, k, j) n E(n, i, j') = 0 if i / k or ; ^ f. Since A(n,k) c [JjE(n, k, j) c E(n,k) and p(E(n,k)) = p*(A(n, k)), we have (***) jilU-Jff(»,*,j)J=Ai(£(ii.*)).
Thus by (**) we have p(\J{E(n, k, j): 1 < k < n and j > 1}) > 1 -a"/3.
By definition, for all f in E(n, k, j) we have (g(tJnk), f(t)) > 1 -an/3m" . Hence, E g(tik)XE(n,k,j),f) \l<k<n,j>\ j > (l -^) P (LJ{^(" ,fc, »: 1 < A: < « and ; > 1}) .
Since, for each Mn Q, (g(t),f(t)) -1, there is a measurable function
l<k<n,j>l and (&,/) = j[W) . At)) dp(t) > 1 -J2=-.
Let e" = 3(a")'/p and (5" = an/3m". To complete the proof it remains to verify the following claim.
C/awi. For n > k > 1, if h e S(f) and fa(gn(t), h(t)) dp(t) > 1 -8k , then For 1 < i < k and j > 1, since ^,-e A(n, i) c Z)(m^ , fc) (see (**)(1)), we have that diamS(g(tJni), Bx, l/mk) < ak . By (**) and (***), we have p()J{E(n,i,j): 1 < i < k and j > 1})
It is obvious that f(E(n, j, j)) C S(g(tJni), 5*, an/3mn) C S(g(^), 5*, 1/m,) and g"'U< > E(n,i,j)~ 5Z gi^XEin.l.j)-By Lemma 3, we can conclude that, if h e S(f) and fn(gn{t), h(t))dp(t) > 1 -ak/3mk, then ||/-h\\ < 3(ak)xlp \ in other words, if h e S(f) and jn(gn(t),h(t))dp(t) > 1-4 , then \\f-h\\ < ek . Thus the claim holds. Q.E.D.
The general case can be reduced to special case in Lemma 4 by using Lemmas 5 and 6.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 5. Suppose (CI,!,, p) is a positive finite measure space and f e Sy^ i X), and suppose there is M > 0 such that \/M < \\f(t)\\ < M for all t in CI. Let fo(t) = f(t)/\\f(t)\\ for t e a, and let p0 = p/p(Cl). Then f e str-exp fl^, î f and only if f0 e str-exp By{/Jo>x).
Proof. Suppose fo e str-exp By (Wl > X). Then there is T e Sy^^y which strongly exposes By^0tX) at fo. There is a function g from CI to X* such that g is weak* measurable (that is, for every x in X the real-valued function g(-)(x) is measurable), ||^(-)|| e Sy(fio), and for any <p e LP(p, X) [EV, IT] ,
